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Vision Solutions Innovates Disaster Recovery Solutions as Demand for DRaaS
and Cloud-Based DR Grows
Company Anticipates Changing High Availability and Disaster Recovery Needs of Customers
and Partners, Expands Options Available Across Platforms

Irvine, Calif., November 4, 2014 – Vision Solutions, Inc., a leading provider of disaster recovery, high
availability and migration software and services, announced today the release of two major product
updates: MIMIX 8.0 and Double-Take 7.1. These product releases demonstrate the company’s increased
focus on the cloud, optimizing its industry-leading migration, availability and disaster recovery solutions to
deliver features designed to provide additional flexibility, scalability and ease-of-use for customers in this
environment.
The company is ramping up its investment of resources in the area of cloud solutions as more companies
consider cloud computing as part of their hybrid datacenter infrastructure. As a result, Vision Solutions’
expanded offerings make HA/DR easily available for cloud and managed service providers and their
customers, as well. With flexible licensing options, simplified configuration workflows, enhanced
performance for near-zero recovery point objectives (RPOs) and reduced total cost of ownership, these
updates make cloud adoption stress-free and ensure cloud and managed service providers can
adequately protect their growing customer base from downtime and data loss.
“From limited budgets to skilled IT talent shortages, companies are beginning to outsource key functions
to trusted cloud and managed service providers to scale their operations,” said Alan Arnold, chief
technology officer at Vision Solutions. “Companies can minimize total cost of ownership and utilize the
flexibility cloud hosting provides by including cloud environments as part of a hybrid infrastructure. With
these transitions, it is essential that companies protect their business-critical data. Our disaster recovery
solutions allow companies to benefit from increased operational efficiency in the cloud, while remaining
confident that their information and applications are protected and available – across any environment,
whether physical, virtual or cloud.”
Metered usage billing options for MIMIX 8.0 and Double-Take 7.1 provide competitive, subscription-based
licensing models that support the needs of managed service providers and remove barriers for midmarket companies seeking DR services with a pay-as-you-go option that shifts costs from a capital
expense to an operating expense.
In addition, companies can benefit from the flexibility of Vision Solutions’ disaster recovery solutions that
protect and recover across any hardware, storage, operating system or platform. These solutions bolster
companies’ business continuity planning, whether they are implementing cloud solutions for the first time,
integrating cloud into a hybrid datacenter strategy, or migrating to a new or different cloud environment.
Clients can seamlessly incorporate these cloud-based solutions across any source or destination for data
storage and application availability with simplified workflows and class leading recovery point objectives
(RPOs).
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For more about Vision Solutions’ newest product updates, please visit www.visionsolutions.com. For
partner information and to learn more about opportunities for managed service providers, visit
http://www.visionsolutions.com/webforms/partnerregistration.aspx.

About Vision Solutions (visionsolutions.com)
Vision Solutions is the premier provider of software solutions designed to protect data, minimize
downtime and maximize resources for the modern data center. It is the only company to deliver workload
migrations, high availability, disaster recovery and data sharing – across multiple operating systems, on
any hardware and in any physical, virtual or Cloud-based environment. Its solutions perform near-zero
downtime migration of data, applications and systems. It utilizes real-time replication to prevent data loss.
And its software enables different database platforms to seamlessly share and consolidate data in realtime. Vision Solutions has been serving enterprises and managed service providers for over 25 years
through our portfolio of Double-Take®, MIMIX® and iTERA® product brands.
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